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planet. Reportedly, Facebook chief 
Mark Zuckerberg masks his laptop 
camera with a tiny duct tape. 

As people realize that social media is a
quicksand inexorably sucking them in 
bit by bit, a clamour has arisen for an 
alternative. But what is this alternative? 
The big problem with social networks is 
not the technology, or the product, or 
even the early objectives of their 
founders. It is their business model.

The internet was created as a distrib-
uted set of computers communicating 
with one another, and sharing the load 
of managing the network. This was Web 
1.0, and it worked very well. But it had 
one big problem—there was no way to 
make money off it. For instance, a Web 
1.0 startup called Google had heavy 
traffic, but could not encash it. Then, in 
2001, it developed AdWords, a pay-per-
click, auction-based search advertising 
model, backed by search and monetiza-
tion algorithms. Google’s revenues 
rocketed to $2.7 billion from $87 million 
in three years when it went public, and 
now in 2020, it sits on a trillion-dollar 
valuation. The internet got monetized, 
Web 2.0 was born, and our intentions, 
personas and desires were identified 
with laser precision for sale to willing 
advertisers. Facebook joined the party, 
though with a different way of dipping 
into the same advertising honeypot. 

Come 2020, search and social media
advertising has crossed $200 billion, 
rocketing past print at $65 billion, and 
TV at $180 billion. All this money comes 
from us users, who purportedly get 
these wonderful products free, forget-
ting that when anything is free, you are 
the product. This business model has 
led to a “winner-takes-all” industry 
structure, creating natural monopolies 
and centralizing the once-decentralized 
internet. It is estimated that over 90% of 
the trillions of pictures out there are 
hosted by Facebook or its other plat-
forms, WhatsApp and Instagram.

An alternative is unlikely to be driven
by technology or regulation. It will take 
new business models. The good news is 
that these are coming along with the 
emergence of Web 3.0, a revolution 
that promises to return the internet to  
users. It has a different construct and 
philosophy. One principle is to allow 
users explicit control of their data, an 
initiative aided by Europe-like data pro-
tection regulation. Another is to grant 
creators of content—artists, musicians, 
photographers, me and you—a portion 
of revenues, instead of platforms taking 
it all (or most). The technologies that 
Web 3.0 leverages are newer ones, like 
blockchains, which are inherently 
decentralized. They have technology 
guard-rails against the accumulation of 
power and data in the hands of a few. 
Digital currencies enabled by these 
technologies offer a business model of 
users paying for services and content 
with micro-transactions, as an alterna-
tive to advertiser-pays. 

The startups driving this are still at an
embryonic stage. An example is home-
grown GoSocial, tellingly born of a 
tweet that Anand Mahindra put out 
when the Cambridge Analytica scandal 
broke, appealing for a “new kind of 
social network”. The path to success 
for these new kinds of democratic net-
works will be arduous. But a revolution 
has begun, and it is our revulsion of 
current models that could relieve us 
of our social dilemmas. 

S
ocial media is being heavily dis-
cussed again, ironically largely on
its own creations. There are really

three big reasons why it is in the spot-
light. The first is the impending US 
presidential election. Ghosts of Cam-
bridge Analytica, the social analytics 
firm that manipulated Facebook 
accounts to impact the 2016 US presi-
dential election and the Brexit vote, are 
returning to haunt us again. The US 
election is spawning the likes of uber-
conspiracy group QAnon and stoking a 
divide in the #BlackLivesMatter move-
ment, making Cambridge Analytica 
look gentle in comparison. The second 
reason is the covid pandemic. Social 
media has emerged as a force for good, 
with effective communication and lock-
down entertainment, but also for evil, 
being used effectively by anti-vaxxers 
and the #Unmask movement to prose-
lytize their dangerous agenda.

The third reason has perhaps been 
the most stunning and appalling—an 
innocuous drop by Netflix of a docu-
mentary called The Social Dilemma. 
This one-and-a-half-hour film exposes 
the ways in which technology giants 
have manipulated human psychology 
to influence how we behave. If this 
sounds frightening, it is. It explains how 
chiefs of tech companies severely cur-
tail the screen time of their own chil-
dren, while apparently trying to addict 
every other adult and child on the 

A Web 3.0 revolution that could 
relieve us of our social dilemmas
Platforms are emerging that promise to decentralize the internet again and respect user pr ivacy
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G
oing by its stellar stock market
debut on Thursday, Ashok
Soota’s Happiest Minds Tech-
nologies more than justifies its
name. The Bengaluru-based
infotech company’s shares

opened for public trading at more than twice 
their issue price of 166 apiece. Those who had 
subscribed to the initial public offer (IPO), 
which opened on 7 September to raise a little 
more than 700 crore, were no doubt 
delighted. With such enthusiasm among 
investors for entrepreneurial ventures in the 
field of digital services, Soota could easily have 
raised more money. It is likely that his reputa-
tion was a big draw in itself. At the age of 77, he 
is seen to possess not just deep reservoirs of 
experience, but also that highly prized attrib-
ute of successful entrepreneurs—resilience 
against all odds. Once an entrepreneur, as they 
say, always an entrepreneur, ever ready to 
spring right back. And it is this irrepressible 
spirit that the country needs right now against 
our current covid crunch. 

Soota’s record suggests that he has never 
been too fond of comfort zones, nor daunted 
by the idea of starting all over. On the eve of the 
new millennium, he had quit as the chief of 
Wipro’s tech business to set up MindTree, a 
software firm. Having made a go of that, a 
reported falling out with a few co-founders led 
him in 2011 to his latest gig. Happiest Minds 
maintained something of a low profile for 
years, but is finally in the spotlight now as his 
bounce-back vehicle. Optimism over its post-
pandemic prospects clearly runs high. Of the 
23.3 million shares on offer, it got bids for over 
3.5 billion—an oversubscription ratio of 151. In 
the process, Soota got 140 crore for the equity 

that he parted with. His previous startup, 
MindTree, is now owned by Larsen & Toubro 
(L&T), which mounted a hostile takeover after 
the company underwent some turbulence that 
left it vulnerable.

How well Soota’s new investors are rewarded
will depend on the performance of Happiest 
Minds as we go along. Some tech sector equity 
analysts have not been very impressed with 
what they have seen so far. Its revenue grew 
at a compounded annual rate of 17% in dollar 
terms in the last two fiscal years, compared 
with, say, L&T Infotech—an entity distinct 
from MindTree—which recorded a 30% 
growth in digital revenues on a larger base. 
Thus, the success of Happiest Minds’ IPO 
can partly be traced to a retail frenzy that 
seems to have gripped Indian equity markets, 
as reflected in the 50% run-up in the BSE 
Sensex since its March lows, an upsurge 
accompanied by a rush to open new demat 
accounts for stock trading. A global clamour 
for technology stocks might have had a rub-off 
effect on the IPO as well. However, if big-time 
change is upon us, many might simply have 
reckoned that adaptability and courage are 
what count. Few can predict which way the 
pandemic dice will roll. It could well turn out 
that we are at an inflexion point, as tech seers 
like to say, one that could make or break for-
tunes. In times like these, a high risk appetite 
among investors at large is a good sign for the 
country’s startup ecosystem, considered the 
world’s third largest by its count of unicorns—
defined as new ventures valued at $1 billion or 
more. We could have many more. Lots of fresh 
ideas and businesses need to emerge. They all 
deserve a chance. Only a few may succeed, but 
their success would make it all worth it. 

Investor happiness can 
inspire a startup boom 

The success of Ashok Soota’s Happiest Minds IPO speaks of his entrepreneurial reputation. 

It’s also a signal that investors are rar ing to bet on new ventures. That ’s good for startups 
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Jean-Claude Trichet has
a new headache. The
European Central Bank

(ECB) president has been
fighting fires all over the
continent asa debt crisis
loomed—Greece was just
the beginning. And now
a glass of beer may give
him a bad hangover.

Research from UniCredit
this week details the
economics of Oktoberfest,
the beer party running over
more than two weeks in
southern Germany. Six
million guests, with a
billion euros to spend,
are going to find that the
cost of two litres of beer,
some grilled chicken and
transport is 3.4%more
than last year. How do you
say “inflation” in German?

Trichet, whose ECB
targets inflation under 2%,
has to be squirming. He’s
kept monetary policy loose
so far to treat Europe’s
financial headaches.

But the pain could get
worse if he doesn’t tighten
up. No ordinary German,
given his nation’s history,
likes inflation. And no
ordinary office-goer,
simply looking for a drink
after work, wants his pint
to pinch his wallet.
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$1.3 BN ESTIMATE

IBMset to
getBharti’s
Africabiz

B Y SHAUVIK GHOSH &

L ISON JOSEPH

·························
NEW DELHI

I
ndia’s largest mobile services
provider Bharti Airtel Ltd an-
nounced on Friday that it has

agreed in principle to outsource
information technology (IT) re-
quirements for its Africa opera-
tions to International Business
Machines Corp. (IBM), in a deal
that could be worth as much as
$1.3 billion (` 5,980 crore), ac-
cording to analysts.

The 10-year deal will cover all
16 countries in Africa where
Bharti operates after it bought
Kuwait-based Zain’s assets in the
continent. IBM has been han-
dling Bharti’s IT needs in India
since 2004, a business estimated
to be worth at least $2.5 billion.

“The deal is expected to be fi-
nally signed around the end of
the third quarter,” said a senior
Bharti executive on condition of
anonymity.

Bharti said in a release that
the US-based firm will also de-
ploy advanced technologies
created by IBM Research, in-
cluding Spoken Web—a voice-
enabled Internet technology
that allows users to access and
share information by speaking
over a phone line.

“This is particularly compel-
ling for populations with little or
no literacy, visual impairments,
or which lack access to PCs (per-
sonal computers),” the state-
ment added.

“Given the complexity of in-
tegrating and centralizing
Bharti’s fragmented operations

in 16 different geographies it has
taken over from Zain, IBM was a
natural choice as the telecom
operator has already covered
some distance with IBM on
home ground,” said Kamlesh
Bhatia, principal research ana-
lyst at Gartner Inc. “Any other
vendor would have been a sur-
prise as very few have the scale
and global delivery model that
IBM has.”

Besides IBM, Wipro Ltd,
Tata Consultancy Services Ltd
and Tech Mahindra Ltd were
bidding for the project, ac-
cording to a senior executive at
one of the firms that had bid
for the project and who did not
want to be identified.

An analyst tracking the con-
tract said IBM would be looking
at a minium guaranteed contract
value of $1.1-1.3 billion. The
contract will include managing
IT infrastructure (both software
and hardware), managing value-
added software as well as busi-
ness process outsourcing opera-
tions. Apart from Bharti, IBM
also works with Idea Cellular Ltd
and Vodafone Essar Ltd in India.

Vodafone’s deal with IBM is
valued at around $1.4 billion and
Idea’s at $1 billion.

Aircel has outsourced its IT
operations to Wipro for $0.7 bil-
lion as has Unitech Wireless Ltd
for its Uninor brand for around
$0.6 billion.

Bharti’s contract with IBM is
likely to be structured along
the lines of a risk-reward mod-
el, with its eventual value de-
pending on how the technolo-
gy vendor helps the telecom
operator meet mutually agreed
targets for operational perfor-
mance.

“Integrating Bharti’s opera-
tions in Africa would not be
much different from integrating
and centralizing the IT frame-
work in different telecom circles
in India, as the scale of opera-
tions and subscriber base in In-
dian states would be easily com-
parable to the individual country
markets in Africa,” Bhatia said.
“And on that front, IBM already
has some experience.”

Bhatia, however, agreed that
Bharti also faces the risk of ven-
dor lock-in, where it becomes
completely dependent on IBM.

When asked for a comment on
the deal with IBM, Manoj Kohli,
head of international operations
at Bharti, didn’t elaborate be-
yond saying: “More to come next
month.”

At the end of August, Airtel
had at least 188 million cus-
tomers across its operations in
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The 10-year deal will
cover all 16 countries in
whichthetelcooperates
after buying Zain’s
assets inthe continent
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Deckscleared for Ayodhyaverdict
BY ELIZABETH ROCHE

elizabeth.r@livemint.com
·························
LUCKNOW

The stage is set for the Luc-
know bench of the Alla-

habad high court to pronounce
its verdict on the controversial
legal dispute, which has lasted
six decades, over the owner-
ship of the land at Ayodhya af-
ter the court on Friday rejected
a petit ion to delay the verdict.

The court is due to pro-
nounce its verdict on 24 Sep-
tember.

The plea had been filed by
Ramesh Chandra Tripathi, a
defendant in one of the four ti-

tle suits before the Lucknow
bench of the Allahabad high
court seeking a mediated set-
tlement in the case. The court
has not only refused to defer
the verdict saying there was no
merit in the plea, but also
fined the petitioner.

“The court has dismissed the
plea for delaying the verdict
exploring the possibility of a
dialogue. We were against it
from the very beginning. We
are happy that the court has
not conceded to the demand
that has come at the eleventh
hour, when the judgement is
around the corner. This is a
victory for us,” said Haris-

hankar Jain, counsel for the
Hindu Maha Sabha, one of the
litigants.

Concerned about possible
communal tension in the after-
math of the judgement, the
Union cabinet passed a resolu-
tion appealing for calm, which
was published in some news-
papers on Friday.

The resolution said “ legal
remedies” exist for any parties
that may be aggrieved by the
verdict. A judgement in favour
of Hindu groups, who claim
ownership of the land on
which the 16th century Babri
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RBI DEPUTY GOVERNOR

Anand Sinhamaysucceed Thorat
B Y D INESH U NNIK RISHNAN

dinesh.n@livemint.com
·························
MUMBAI

The race for the deputy gov-
ernor’s post at the Reserve

Bank of India (RBI) that will
fall vacant in November when
Usha Thorat retires has en-
tered the last lap.

Anand Sinha , an executive
director (ED) at the central
bank, tops the list of candi-
dates chosen by a search com-
mittee to succeed Thorat.

The list also features H.R.
Khan, another ED. V.K. Shar-
ma, the seniormost ED, does
not feature in the list.

The search panel, headed by
RBI governor D. Subbarao,
interviewed six EDs last Thurs-
day. The other panel members
include R. Gopalan, financial
services secretary, and Govin-
da Rao, director, National In-
stitute of Public Finance and
Policy.

According to two persons fa-
miliar with the development,
the names of the shortlisted
candidates have been sent to
the finance ministry for ap-
proval.

The government appoints
the governor and the deputy
governors, of which the central
bank has traditionally had
four—two insiders, an econo-
mist and a commercial banker.

In terms of seniority, Sinha
is third in rank among the sev-
en EDs of RBI after Sharma

and C. Krishnan. He oversees
key areas such as the depart-
ment of banking operations,
development and supervision.

Khan, who is a relative ju-
nior—sixth in terms of seniori-
ty—oversees the department of
external investments and op-
erations, the internal debt
management department, and
the department of government
and bank accounts.

Krishnan, seniormost
among EDs after Sharma, has
opted out of the race.

Six EDs, including V.S. Das,
G. Gopalakrishna and D.K.
Mohanty, were interviewed.

If Sinha gets the finance

ministry’s nod to become the
deputy governor, he will su-
persede Sharma, but this has
happened before.

When Thorat took charge as
the deputy governor in 2005,
she superseded P.K. Biswas,
another ED. Similarly, K.J.
Udeshi became a deputy gov-
ernor in June 2003, supersed-
ing K.L. Khetrapal .

The search committee was
constituted following a peti-
tion filed by Biswas in the Del-
hi high court against the gov-
ernment and the governor
challenging the appointment
of Thorat in 2005.

Both Biswas and Thorat had
joined RBI in 1972, but Biswas
was placed higher on the merit
list.

The high court refused to
quash Thorat’s appointment,
but observed that the RBI gov-
ernor should make a “compar-
ative assessment of the suit-
ability and performance of all
eligible candidates” at the time
of recommendation.

Thorat, who took over in No-
vember 2005, is in charge of
important portfolios, including
banking regulation and super-
vision, currency management,
rural credit, and urban cooper-
atives.

Shyamala Gopinath, the sen-
iormost of the deputy gover-
nors, will retire in May.

The other two deputy gover-
nors are K.C. Chakrabarty and
Subir Gokarn.

Edelweiss
raisesstakein
CatholicSyrian
Bankto4.9%
BY D INESH UNNIK RISHNAN

dinesh.n@livemint.com
·························
MUMBAI

Edelweiss Capital Ltd has
raised its stake in Catholic

Syrian Bank Ltd (CSB) by buying
4% of the Kerala-based private
sector lender from Bangkok-
based entrepreneur Sura
Chansrichawla .

“Yes, we’ve increased our
stake to around 4.9%,” said a
spokesperson of Edelweiss, a
leading player in brokerage, in-
vestment banking and non-
banking financial services. “This
is part of our strategic invest-
ments in both inorganic and or-
ganic opportunities that fit in
with our long-term growth
plans.”

Mint could not ascertain the
value of the deal.

Chansrichawla, the single
largest shareholder in unlisted
CSB with a stake of about 24%
before this latest divestment,
had been under pressure from
the Reserve Bank of India (RBI)
to reduce his holding in the
bank to 10%—a level RBI is
comfortable with for promoters
of private banks. For a non-pro-
moter, the limit is capped at 5%.

Earlier, RBI had set a deadline
of 31 March for the business-
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Judgement day: The Allahabad high court will give its verdict in the Babri Masjid case on 24 September.

New role?RBI executive director
Anand Sinha, who tops the list of
possible candidates who may take
over when Usha Thorat retires.
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w here anyone could be 
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ELI PARISER

An upcoming US election, the 
covid pandemic, and a Netflix 

documentary on how tech firms 
manipulate user behaviour have 
drawn social media platforms 

into the public glare again.

The main fault lies in business
models that make money off 
people’s data. But Web 3.0 

expects to offer alternatives 
that could serve to democratize 

the internet once again.
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SUSHMITA BOSE was alright. “Tosh is alive, Tosh is alive,” I
screamed in relief, and ran to the next room
to convey the good news to others.

On a different note, this is perhaps the
smartest-ever marketing ploy by British
tourism: All I dream about today are travel
tours around crimes scenes portrayed—the
Shetland Islands, the Dorset coast that
passed off as fictional Broadchurch, the
Cheshire stretch where Paranoid was
filmed, Aberystwyth from Hinterland, and
so on. There is some super-edgy stuff being
broadcast from other regions, like Frozen or
The Valhalla Murders, where the landscape
is usually icy and snowed under—a meta-
phor for investigating what lies beneath. 

I find it intriguing how crime has become
“territorial”, how a particular place defines
its anatomy and even psychology. I’m pay-
ing heed to dialects (urban vs rural, Gaelic vs
Celtic) and observing “detective fashion”. If
it hadn’t been for covid, I’d have never dis-
covered my keen sense of detection. 

Finally, watching a series like Dirty John,
agog, dinner in hand, not being bothered
about committing culinary crimes like mix-
ing up dal with sourdough bread, is a #Sta-
yAtHome experience I have savoured. I
hope it doesn’t go away anytime soon.

when they turn out right. Discussions of plot
developments, season denouements and
defining characteristics of presiding detect-
ives are what constitute enthusiastic con-
versations in my new-normal daily routine.
By the time the covid era ends, I’d want to
know how many notches the career graph of
the detective sector has gone up. 

The other evening, my friends and I
decided to call it a night after a five-hour-
long Shetland marathon. We’d pick up the
thread first thing in the morning. Everyone,

including myself, was
red-eyed and sleepy.
Except that the episode
ended with one of the
key characters—Deputy
Superintendent Tosh,
whose life seems sublim-
inally interl inked to
mine—missing and pos-
sibly murdered by the
bad guys. I had to find out
if she was okay or not,
else I wouldn’t be able to
sleep, so I thought of
sneaking a peek into the
first five minutes of the
next chapter. I did. She

because they were throwbacks to my reads.
These days, however, I am a fan of the

slow burn of atmospherics and character
evolvement—the hallmarks of these recent-
ly-discovered crime series—that play out
with nail-biting perfection over myriad sit-
tings. It’s not just me. On an average day, I
find myself exchanging at least half-a-dozen
WhatsApp messages on what to watch next
(and why) with folks who, like me, have been
suddenly bestowed with the luxury of inter-
rupted television watching—no judgements
drawn. And I scan Face-
book to see which crime
series is being debated
on walls, and set my
OTT (over-the-top)
agenda accordingly.

Unlike the wild guess-
ing game we have been
playing about nabbing
the virus, the genre of
crime series gives us
clues—and cues—to
hold us hostage. I ’ve
taken to postulating
names of killers and
murder manoeuvres,
and am most chuffed

ally worked as a sales rep as he professed to
the woman he’d proposed to (her family
didn’t want only his word for it).

In real life, these have been the only two
Marple-and-Poirot reference points I’ve
come across. And yet, these days I feel if I
had to live my life all over again, I may want
to be a detective. My area of fine-tooth
combing would be a picturesque English
outpost or a Welsh hamlet or a wee Scottish
village where the sky is either as crisp as
fresh bluebells or where the morning mist
rolls in to settle like a cumulus halo atop a
craggy cliff—and yet, bodies keep piling up
insidiously. 

You see, ever since our lockdown started,
I have embarked on a binge of British crime
serials—and their attendant sleuths. It’s
been an affair to remember. Earlier, though
I’d loved murder mysteries on paper, liked
reading about them that is, I never had the
time or requisite patience for procedural
criminal dramas (unless they were like
Moonlighting, which I watched for the
chemistry between Bruce Willis and Cybill
Shepherd, not the crimes they solved).
Films, sure. Agatha Christie’s Poirot and
Miss Marple and Arthur Conan Doyle’s
Holmes were also exceptions, but that was

I
 had great admiration for a former col-
league who worked her grey cells at a
small private detective agency before she

hopped aboard the journalistic train of
thought. “Mind you, we were not solving
murders or mysteries, just doing random
checks on potential employees, and pro-
spective brides and/or grooms.” Growing
up on a staple diet of Enid Blyton’s Famous
Five and Secret Seven, and then Nancy
Drew and Hardy Boys, that disclaimer didn’t
diminish my thralldom in any measure: In
my mind, there was a huge romance associ-
ated with any sort of detection exercise.

Years later, the newspaper I worked for
started a segment on the work days of “off-
beat” professionals, and I immediately
wanted to put the daily life of a private inves-
tigator under the scanner. My colleague
who worked on the story was resourceful
enough to “pose” as a detective for a day, but
ended up tailing a man—the “suspect”, as it
were—to determine whether or not he actu-

A slew of cr ime shows has drawn out the sleuth within us

is a journalist, editor and 

the author of ‘Single In The 

City’.

The binge watching of crime 
shows afforded by the lockdown 
seems to have immersed many 
of us so deeply in their storylines 
that their characters are part of 
our social media conversations.

We try to play detectives 
ourselves and obsess over 

everything that appears on our 
screens, right down to where 
these shows are set and what 

dialects are being spoken.
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